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Also hear from:

WHO WILL BE ATTENDING: KEY TOPICS:

- Chief Information Officer

- Chief Digital Officer

- Chief Technology Officer

- Heads of Digital Services

- Heads of IT/ICT 

- Heads of Data & Analytics

- Explore how omni-channel experiences are boosting

efficiency and enhancing your digital strategy 

- Leverage new and cost-effective digital technologies

to maximise your digital service delivery

- Ensure business continuity and digital innovation to

increase ROI  

- Encouraging a strong digital culture and increasing

resilience against emerging threats

- Analyse data and analytics to better inform decision

making
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FRANKY SAEGERMAN

Head of Digital Insights

NATO

PAM REBECCA

Chief of Strategy, Innovation &

Digital

WORLD VISION AUSTRALIA

TANYA GRAHAM

Chief Transformation Officer

ALINTA ENERGY

CLAUDINE OGILVIE

Chief Information Officer

JETSTAR

Driving business goals and digital integration to ensure

innovative service delivery
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EVENT AGENDA

8:30 Registration, coffee & networking

 

DELEGATE SPOTLIGHT

9:10

How do you ensure effective ROI and service delivery

though new and improved digital business models?

9:30 Establishing a digitally mature organisation and placing

innovation at the forefront of your business initiatives

1. Tanya Graham, Chief Transformation Officer, Alinta Energy

2. Claudine Ogilvie, Chief Information Officer, Jetstar 

2. John Edmonds , Head of Technology, Essendon Football

Club

MORNING PANEL

SPEED NETWORKING

9:00 Welcome remarks from the MC

 

10.30  Morning tea & networking

12:00Lunch & networking 

Wednesday 18th September 2019

Addressing the challenges in our changing digital

landscape and realising how innovation is increasing

service delivery

Implementing a holistic digital business model to increase

long-term ROI

Leveraging new technologies to drive transformation and

gain a competitive advantage

11:20  Case Study: Harnessing new digital technologies to

achieve successful system integration

Jo-Ann Pass, Head of Digital Experience, Sydney Water 

MORNING PANEL

Evaluating your current IT systems and architecture to

optimise efficiency to meet the growing demands of this

digital era

Exploring how disruptive technologies are compelling

organisations to think outside the box

Overcoming integration challenges and realising cost-

effective platforms to promote long-term success 

12:40  Case Study: Encouraging an organisation wide digital

culture to optimise agility and digital progression

Realising simple strategies to transform your internal

digital culture and reap the benefits of an organisation

wide digital mindset

Equipping your organisation for the next era of strong

digital consumer experience through an agile-lead

transformation

Exploring the challenges with your digital transformation

and enabling effective consumer engagement

Gaining insights through predictive data analysis to

optimise business efficiency

Extracting maximum value from data and embedding this

into your holistic digital strategy

Translating and channelling heavy volumes of data to

ensure successful application in your overall business 

Pam Rebecca, Chief of Strategy, Innovation & Digital, World

Vision 

11:00  Leveraging data and analytics to digitally empower

your organisation and inform better decision making

Sean Preusse, Head of Data & Business Intelligence, Open

Colleges

11.40 Implementing a future-driven digital strategy to

innovate business continuity and enhance efficiency

Anne Bennett, Chief Digital Officer, AMP

Analysing your organisation’s transformational potential

and enabling methods for an increased ROI 

Evaluating and applying a digital service strategy to ensure

successful transformation

Overcoming internal and external digital challenges to

meet the evolving technological needs and expectations of

consumers 

10:10  

1.00 Round Table Discussions (Suggested Topics): 

Roundtable 1: Exploring how omni-channel experiences

are boosting efficiency and enhancing your digital strategy 

Roundtable 2: Leveraging new and cost-effective

technologies to optimise your digital service delivery 

Roundtable 3: Encouraging digital inclusion through strong

IT leadership

Roundtable 4: Capitalising on data and analytics to

improve decision making

1.40 Afternoon Tea & Networking

2.10 Panel: Improving digital service delivery through a

strategic omni-channel approach

1. Peter Brown, Head of Digital & Deputy Editor, The Daily

Telegraph

2. Sean Preusse, Head of Data and Business intelligence, Open

Colleges

3. Jo Beat, General Manager, Digital & CRM, NBN Australia

Exploring the benefits and challenges of integrating a

multi-channel digital platform within your organisation

 Encouraging a transparent digital community to ensure

customer satisfaction

Realising how implementing an omni-channel approach to

your services can improve long-term costs
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Wednesday 18th September 2019

3.50 Closing remarks from MC and Networking Drinks

MORNING PANEL

Examining how NATO began its digital journey and the

challenges they faced internally and externally to establish

a trusted online voice

Identifying strategies to enhance your overall digital

outreach through ongoing performance report and

strategic assessments

Evaluating your current strategy to drive digital change

across NATO’s communication channels

3.30  Exploring how NATO uses digital technology and

multi-channels to effectively engage with a global audience

Franky Saegerman, Head of

Digital Insights, NATO

2:50  Equipping your organisation with the adequate tools to

increase resilience against emerging digital threats

Exploring the security challenges that modern IT

infrastructure and systems poses for organisations

Highlighting the common errors and implications that

organisations suffer when digital security is overlooked and

simple methods to avoid this

Aligning your digital security strategy to your overall

business outcomes in order to protect intel and maintain

consumer trust

Kat Hartmann, Head of Digital Optimisation, Content &

Experience Capability, Woolworths

3.10  Case Study: Woolworths digital transformation journey

Exploring  how Woolworths have transitioned digitally and

the key challenges they have overcome along the way

Realising the lessons learned and strategies implemented

to accelerate their digital journey

Aligning  their core business goals with a long-term digital

strategy 

John Edmonds, Head of Technology, Essendon Football Club


